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Abstra t

2 Assembly system des ription,
lassi ation and modelling

Petri nets are well suited for modelling produ tion systems
and analysis of their performan e. In this paper we study
a owshop system driven by a set of lo al ommand units
and a entral ontroller, modelled with Timed Coloured
Petri nets by means of CPN Tools. We show that Petri
nets an be applied not only to improve its produ tion
rate by omparing various algorithms for the ontroller
poli y servi e, but also to analyse the signi an e of
parameters as onveying and me hani al delays, maximum
work-in-pro ess or to understand problems appeared in
the real system.

In this se tion, we des ribe the ar hite ture of the system
and the operating y le of the ma hines, then we propose a
lassi ation of the assembly lines a ording to their topology whi h allows to formalize a station by its hara teristi s.
2.1

System ar hite ture

The onsidered produ tion system is an automated
assembly pro ess with several ma hines alled stations
linked together by onveyors (gure 1). The stations work
in an independent way from ea h other and exe ute their
operating y le. A station annot retain and operate more
than one part at a given moment. When a station is
available (no assembly in progress) and a part is present
at its entry, it starts its operating y le. Storage apa ity
on onveyors and in the entry of the station is limited by
means of sensors.

Keywords Petri nets, modelling, simulation, manu-

fa turing systems, ase study.

1 Introdu tion
The behaviour of a produ tion system is not only onditionned by me hani al hara teristi s of the ma hines,
but also by the equipment whi h ensures their ontrol [4℄.
The designers of Livbag ompany1 , a worldwide leader
in automotive safety, are onfronted with this problem.
The expe ted produ tion targets are far from being met.
Some problems, as apparent stoppings of the produ tion,
are even noti ed. In [8℄ Plassart established the need for
limiting the ontroller response time to messages from
operative parts. He modeled the system with a FIFO
poli y servi e. We will extend this study to other poli ies.
Moreover, we will show that Petri nets are also useful
in the analysis of the signi an e of parameters su h as
onveying delays, maximum work-in-pro ess or the steady
state settling and may allow a better understanding about
the origin of the en ountered problems.

Figure 1: System ar hite ture.
The ontrol of the assembly line is ensured by a entral
ontroller whi h oordinates the various stations. Thus, it
has to be onsidered as a shared resour e of the system. In
literature, many manufa turing ontrol ar hite tures are
identied [2℄. They are often de lined in three main types
from entralized over hierar hi al to heterar hi al ontrol.
Our ontrol ar hite ture is based on a typi al hierar hi al
stru ture in whi h an upper level devi e oordinates the
a tivities of a group of lower level devi es in a master-slave
manner [6℄.

In this arti le, we assume the reader is familiar with Petri
nets (see [7℄ for a general survey and [5℄ for oloured Petri
nets). In se tion 2, we present the produ tion system, the
operating y le of the ma hines and their modelling. In
se tion 3, we settle bounds for mean inter-arrival delay
and makespan to be ompared with the simulation results
shown in se tion 4. Due to the la k of spa e, this study
turns only on linear owshop with a single pro essor (see
se tion 2.3).

In the present ase study, the message ex hanges are initiated by the lo al ommand units. They are operated a ording to a request transmission and a response re eption.
The stimulus is then bottom-up and more than one exhange an be running at the same time and then messages

1 So iété Livbag, groupe Autoliv - Route du Beuzit, 29590
Pont de Buis, Fran e
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are stored in a buer. One of our aim is to evaluate the
impa t of the message servi e poli y.
2.2

Operating

We only onsider in this study systems with single
input and output station. This assumption does not imply
any restri tion. Indeed, the behaviour of a system with
multiple inputs or outputs is not modied by the addition
of a head or tail station with pro essing delays equal to zero.

y le of the stations

The operating pro ess of ea h station an be split up into
ve phases:
• identi ation phase, exe uted as soon as the part enters the station,
• status request phase. After a possible waiting time in
the buer, the request is pro essed by the ontroller
and a response is sent ba k to the station. If the proessing is not granted, the part is released, otherwise
the pro ess goes on,
• assembly phase, operating sequen e ompletely ontrolled by a programmable logi ontroller and immediately exe uted on re eiving the status reply,
• data reporting phase. A message with the ne essary
measurements for tra eability purpose is sent to the
ontroller,

Figure 3: Typology of assembly systems.

• release phase, performed immediately on re eiving the
a knowlegment from the ontroller. This phase is also
onditionned by the maximum apa ity of storage of
the next station or maximum work-in-pro ess (WIP
for short), whi h in ludes parts either on onveying
or pending to be pro essed. In this paper, parts proessed by a station are not onsidered as WIP.

We propose a typology of assembly systems, inspired
from [9℄, a ording to the stages (steps orresponding to
identi al operations) and the number of stations performing these operations as shown in gure 3.
2.4

There is a growing demand from the designers of produ tion lines for in reasing the number of messages during
a y le, in order to avoid hazardous manipulations or to
save raw materials in ase of failure during one of the step
of the assembly phase for example. Hen e, we extend the
operating y le of a station to M +1 me hani al treatments
with M messages ex hanges in-between. It an be depi ted
for the pro essing of one part in gure 2.

Chara teristi s of a station

For a given assembly system, any station Ss with Ms requests to the ontroller an be modeled by a 4-tuple, alled
hara teristi s of the station,

where



(θconvs,j ), ̟s , (θmecs,k ), (θreqs,l )



• (θconvs,j ) is a matrix with the onveying delays from
the upstream stations of Ss
(Sj ∈ σ − (Ss )),
• ̟s is the maximum work-in-pro ess of Ss ,
• (θmecs,k ) is a matrix with the me hani al delays (1 ≤
k ≤ Ms + 1),
• (θreqs,l ) is a matrix with delays of request pro essing
by the ontroller (1 ≤ l ≤ Ms ).

Figure 2: Operating y le of a station.

In order to simplify the notation, we will omit some
subindi es in forth oming equations, where the ontext allows. Moreover, we denote the sums of these dierent delays
as follows:

The durations of me hani al and message pro essings are
spe i to ea h station. In this paper our approa h onsists
in onsidering these delays onstant. To these delays, we
have to add waiting time in the message buer, whi h depends on the s heduling poli y and therefore vary from a
part to another.
2.3

Ms +1

θmecs =

X

θmecs,k

θreqs =

k=1

θctrl =

An assembly system, omposed by a set S = (Si )1≤i≤NS
of stations and a set C = (Cj )1≤j≤NC of onveyors, an
be viewed as an a y li oriented graph, whose nodes
symbolize stations and edges, onveyors transporting parts
from a station to another one. Thus, an assembly system
is hara terized by a relation σ from S in P (S) whi h links
ea h station with its su essors list. The set of su essors
(resp. prede essors) of a station Si is denoted σ + (Si )
(resp. σ − (Si )).

X

θreqs,l

l=1

θstas = θmecs + θreqs

Assembly systems modelling

Ms
X

(station delay)

θreqs (controller delay)

all stations s

2.5

Modelling of a station

A station an be modelled using a timed Petri net shown
in gure 4, where the timed transitions are depi ted with
a blank bar. The pla es STA, CPU, WIP model the availability of their orresponding resour e, i.e. the station, the
pro essor(s) and the onveyor(s).
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the obtained bounds show the importan e of some parameters we should not have taken into a ount without their
prior study.
3.1

Bounds of the inter-arrival delay

There is an intuitive relation between the ready-state behaviour of a system and the notion of repeatable ring sequen es, and onsequently with the T-semiows. In [1℄,
Campos et al. give, for any timed Petri net and for any
probability distribution fun tion of ring transition delays,
the following lower bound Γi for the mean y le time in
steady-state asso iated with a transition ti
Γi ≥

max

Y ∈{P −semif low}

Y T .P RE.D.Fi

subject to Y T .M0 = 1

(1)

where
• Y is a P-semiow (i.e. Y T .C = 0, Y ≥ 0, Y 6= 0, with
C the global in iden e matrix),
• P RE is the Pre-in iden e matrix,
• D is the diagonal matrix with the mean value of the
delays assigned to the transitions,
• Fi is a T-semiow (i.e. C X = 0, X ≥ 0, X 6= 0)
whose omponent orresponding to ti is equal to 1,
• M0 is the initial marking.

In this study, Γi orresponds to our minimal inter-arrival
delay, where ti is the last transition in the net modelling
the tail station. We have to note that rea hability of this
bound is not ensured.
Solving the linear programming problem asso iated with
1, this bound an be omputed. Con erning linear owshop
with a single pro essor, we dedu ed the following results.

Figure 4: Petri net modelling a station with M requests, Property 1 (Single station) A single station (with sinp upstream and q downstream stations.
gle input and output, gure 3-(a)) with hara teristi s:


(θconv ), ̟, (θmeck ), (θreql )

Hen e, an assembly system is modelled by onne ting
the Petri nets orresponding to ea h station, merging the
pla e CP U and the transitions T f _i et T f _o a ording
to its topology.

has the following inter-arrival delay lower bound:
n
o
θ
τd = max

The aim of the next se tion is to determine the theoretial optimum produ tion rate of an assembly system a ording to hara teristi s of its stations. Then, we an dedu e
the minimum makespan, whi h will be ompared with simulation results in se tion 4.

conv

̟

, θsta

(2)

Property 2 (Linear owshop) A linear owshop (gure 3-(1)) ompound of NS stations with respe tive hara teristi s:


(θconvS ), ̟s , (θmecS k ), (θreqS l )

3 Bounds for the throughput

has the following inter-arrival delay lower bound:
)
(
 X

NS
θconv

System performan e is dened as the maximum rate a system an a hieve. It an be expressed as the highest number
of parts produ ed per unit of time or, inversely, by the lowest inter-arrival delay between the produ tion of two su essive parts. Other way to measure it is the makespan dened
as the duration between the input date of the rst part and
the output date of the last ompleted part. The bound
study of these quantities is signi ant, insofar they allow to
quantify the quality of the poli ies we will test. Moreover,

τd = max

3.2

max

s∈[1,NS ]

S

̟s

, θstaS

θreqS

,

(3)

s=1

Bounds of makespan

In the ase of a linear owshop, we an dedu e from (3)
lower bounds of the makespan, to be later ompared with
the simulation results. Two situations arise a ording to
the value of τd :
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θconv

• τd = ̟S S or θstas , respe tively alled onveyor and
station bound of the system, where s is the bottlene k
station or onveyor. The best ase o urs when this
resour e never waits for a part. Hen e, the minimal
makespan for N parts is
τm =

NS
X

(θstas + θconvs ) + (N − 1) × τd

4.1

(4)

phase
onveying
maximum WIP
pre-assembly
request pro essing
assembly
post-assembly

• τd = θctrl , alled ontroller bound of the system. The
best ase o urs when the ontroller pro esses ontinually the re eived messages, sin e the initial one for the
rst part until the nal one for the last part. In this
ase, the minimal makespan for N parts is obtained by
adding N ×b to the me hani al delays before and after
the rst and last messages, whi h depends on station
hara teristi s.

delays
3000
3
730
600
see gure 6
60

Table 1: Station hara teristi s.

Figure 6: Assembly delays expressed in ms.

Figure 5: Expe ted simulation results a ording to request
pro essing delays ompared with makespan bounds.

Unless expli it mention, below refered simulation results
orrespond to the produ tion of 1000 parts by lines ompound of the nth rst stations with these hara teristi s
(5 ≤ n ≤ 30). The quantity measured is the absolute or
relative deviation from the observed makespan to its orresponding theoreti al lower bound.

We have to note that these assumptions are only realisti
when the ontroller bound is far enough from the station
or onveyor bound. Therefore, we should get simulation
results looking like those depi ted in gure 5.
To on lude this se tion, we obtain theoreti al optimum
for makespan in order to ompare them with the simulation
results. Moreover the bounds obtained in (3) orrespond
to either one onveyor or station delay station, or the ontroller delay. Therefore, we an distinguish three situations
and parameters to analyse:

Controller
Stations

hara teristi s

For a rst set of tests, data were extra ted from readings
of existing ongurations by Livbag, orresponding to the
ve phases depi ted in se tion 2.2. The delays (expressed
in ms) are onstant for all stations, ex ept for the assembly
phase:

s=1

Bottlene k resour e
Conveyors

Considered system

4.2

Servi e poli ies

The message ex hanges are initiated by the stations. The
requests are stored in a buer and the stations remain
lo ked until the response. Hen e, the servi e poli y may
have a signi ant impa t on the makespan. In [8℄, only
FIFO was taken into a ount. Here we extend our study to
following algorithms:

Parameters
Conveying delays and
maximum WIP
Controller delay
Station delays

A ronym
RAN
FIFO
LIFO
FSF
SSF
Push
Pull

4 Flowshop simulation results
The notion of time inherent in the system and the similarity of the station behaviour led us naturally to use timed
oloured Petri nets. The tool used to perform simulation
is CPN Tools2 , maintained by the CPN Group, University of Aarhus, Denmark. It allows edition, simulation and
analysis of su h lass of Petri nets [3℄. First, we present the
hara teristi s of the modelled system and the various servi e poli ies we tested and then we show the rst simulation
results and on lusions we draw from them.

Priority riteria3
random
rst-in rst-out
last-in rst-out
fastest station delay rst
slowest station delay rst
losest to the head station
losest to the tail station

Table 2: Tested servi e poli ies.
The rst results brought us to add another riterion:
lowest work-in-pro ess in the next station. These algoritms
are denoted by LWxx, where xx is one of the above
3 In ase of equality, the se ondary riterion is: losest to the
tail station

2 www.daimi.au.dk
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a ronyms. We modeled these poli ies by means of lists.
The existen e of various list fon tions in CPN Tools
allowed us to spe ify easily the priority between tokens.

4.3

5
6
8
10
12
15
18
20
22
25
28
30

Considered system simulation results

We perform simulations for the onguration expound in
se tion 4.1 with request pro essing delays varying from
0 ms to around 2000 ms, with espe ial attention to values
lose to the station bound. For 30 stations its value is
160 ms. The gure 7 depi ts the results for some servi e
poli ies with this onguration. With su h a graph the
quality of the dierent algorithms an be ompared. For
example, the assumptions done in se tion 3.2 are very
strong for lose station and ontroller bounds is onrmed.

5
6
8
10
12
15
18
20
22
25
28
30

RAN FIFO LIFO FSF SSF Push Pull
11,7
12,0 10,0 11,5 16,9 17,1 12,1
11,3
14,0 17,3 40,3 16,0 40,6 13,9
10,2
10,1 10,8 34,3 16,1 36,5 13,2
13,7
9,4 16,6 48,4 12,9 44,0 11,1
13,3
11,8 18,4 60,2 12,3 48,0 7,1
11,5
11,5 17,5 51,4 8,7 38,0 5,6
10,2
11,1 15,3 42,5 13,5 48,2 5,8
10,8
11,0 13,8 40,2 9,0 53,0 5,7
10,3
11,8 13,1 39,8 7,5 40,9 6,1
9,7
11,2 13,9 37,6 7,8 27,3 6,8
10,3
10,8 13,0 36,2 6,9 21,8 5,8
8,7
10,3 12,0 32,6 6,8 55,5 6,1
LW
LW LW LW
LW LW
FIFO LIFO FSF SSF Push Pull
12,1 20,7 11,5 20,8 18,2 12,0
12,8 12,7 11,5 15,5 24,8 12,0
20,1 17,4 12,4 21,3 19,3 12,5
17,7
6,8 6,9 17,1 20,0 8,4
7,3
5,4 10,9 8,8
5,9 5,2
6,1
4,1 4,8 7,8
6,0 6,7
4,2
3,7 4,6 4,7
3,8 4,1
4,8
5,0 4,0 11,2
3,5 4,5
3,0
2,8 3,0 6,0
3,2 6,6
3,0
4,0 3,8 3,4
3,1 3,7
3,3
3,6 4,5 3,6
3,2 5,5
3,1
3,4 5,1 3,6
3,2 6,0

Table 3: Simulation results.
4.4

Other studies

We also studied other problems, su h as signi an e of onveying delays or steady state settling.
4.4.1

Figure 7: Relative deviation with theoreti al makespan

Conveying delays and maximum workin-pro ess

bound (30 stations and request pro essing varying delays).

θconv

The inequation τd ≥ ̟S S shows that the onveyors delays
annot be disregarded. Althought the maximum work-inpro ess only has to be in reased to prevent a onveyor to be
a bottlene k resour e, the signi an e of onveying delays
and work-in-pro ess must be analysed.

The table 3 shows the maximum deviation from the theoreti al makespan bound with ongurations from 5 to 30
stations (expressed in per entage):
From these simulations, some points emerge:
• the servi e poli y have a great impa t on the performan e. For example, with a onguration of 12 stations with a message pro ess duration of 420 ms, the
makespan got with FSF algorithm is 52% higher than
the one got with Pull,
• among the poli ies whi h do not take into a ount the
work-in-pro ess of the downstream station, a more detailed analysis shows that SSF and Pull are the most
performant when the bottlene k is a station. FIFO or
Random are better when the ontroller is overloaded,
• for ongurations above 8 stations, algorithms taking
into a ount the work-in-pro ess amount are learly
more performant unlike for lighter ongurations.
This is probably due to the relative repartition homogeneity of the stations 2 to 8. Indeed, more re ent
simulations with stations of equal assembly delay show
the poor quality of this lass of algorithm with su h
onguration.

Figure 8: Absolute deviation with theoreti al makespan
bound (extra t from 0 to 45 se ).

The gure 8 exhibits the results of two sets of simulation
on 17 stations, 3 as maximum work-in-pro ess and onveying delay varying from 0 to 60 se onds. The rst set
when the slowest resour e is a station (request pro essing
time = 200 ms) and the se ond when the bottlene k is the
ontroller (request pro essing time = 400 ms). The respe tive thresholds for onveying delay to be ome the penalising

However, neither algorithm is really the most performant
(even random is far from being the worst). This leads us
to on lude that the most appropriate way to get the best
poli y is simulation, espe ially for ongurations more omplex than those we analyse in this paper.
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5 Con lusion and future works

resour e are 29.07 and 40.80 se onds and are depi ted as
verti al lines in the gure.
The results on other ongurations are quite similar.
Hen e, we an dedu e that, in ase the bottlene k resour e is a station, an in rease in the onveying delay
implies a nearly equal in rease of the makespan. On
the ontrary if the ontroller is the slowest resour e,
a worsening of the inter-arrival delay is noti ed. On
the other hand, simulations showed that in reasing the
maximum work-in-pro ess does not improve the makespan.
Thus, we an sum up our on lusions as follows:
Bottlene k
resour e
Station
Controller
Stations

4.4.2

The Petri nets allows an e ient modelling, performan e
analysis and behaviour omprehension of manufa turing
pro esses. By their solid mathemati al basis, theoreti al
results an be proved. Solving the linear programming
problems asso iated with (1) gives us formal optimum
throughput bounds for linear owshops.
Similar but
more ompli ated bounds an be dedu ed for parallel
and parallelized owshops. The existen e of numerous
tools (CPN Tools in our ase) permits the omparison
of simulation results with these optima. Although none
of tested servi e poli ies did not proved to be the most
performant, some trends an be drawn from this study.
Behaviour as apparent freezed produ tion have been also
explained.

Con lusion
Conveying delays have few signi an e
Redu e the onveying delays
In rease the maximum WIP and a t
a ording to the new bottlene k

Our future works are based on two distin t angles. On
the one hand, we will extend the study to other servi e
poli ies and more omplex systems (gure 3). On the other
hand, we will develop a tool whi h would allow to an user
without spe i knowledge of Petri nets to perform automati simulation of his system behaviour.

Steady state settling

We also took an interest in the steady state settling. The
dete tion of some periodi ity in the inter-arrival delays appeared us di ult. So we ta kled the problem by studying
work-in-pro ess total amount. Indeed, in addition to the
proper interest of this quantity, its stabibility seems intuitively a su ient ondition for the steady state settling.
We got results we an summarize as in gure 9 for 500
parts produ tion with 30 stations and 800 ms as resquest
pro essing time ( ontroller is the bottlene k resour e).
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Figure 9: Work-in-pro ess total amount in relation with
pro essing time in se onds.

With this onguration, the Pull and, to a lower extent,
the FIFO poli y limit the WIP amount whereas the
Push one makes it almost maximum. The steady state is
established before at least half an hour (resp. an hour) for
FIFO (resp. Push) poli y.
The ase of LIFO is more amazing. Analysing the maximum inter-arrival delays with this poli y, we founded values
as 11 minutes for request pro essing delays of 400 ms or 36
minutes for 800 ms. This situation orresponds to the apparent produ tion stoppings mentionned in introdu tion.
Howewer the observed unstability is not translated into a
signi ative produ tivity loss, s ar ely 2 minutes for a 5
hours produ tion.
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